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t he one is by something of the nature of an.apprenticeship and the
other by attending- a regular technical or practica} school. In
such an institution nothing but the application of science to the
arts can be properly taught. A knowledge of the elementary
principles of science, not to mention the common branches of
education, must precede and be acquired in a preparatory schopl,
else the techaical .cheol will be degraded, and its professorrs will
be compefled to do the work of mere tutors. To talk of a practical
school, where the rules of art without its principles arc taught, is
idle. A workshop or a farm would be better than such a school.
In this sense it is to be hoped onr common schools will never
become practical. Hfow, then, eau the elementary schools be made
practical T By rendering them strictly elementary ; by developing
the mind and ftrnishing it with the instruments of general
knowledge ; by giving power to the intellect which it can skilfully
wield in any direction, and apply to sny purpose. The man mnst
precede the *artisan. The knowledge common te all persons of
ordinary education should go before that which is peculiar to any
trade or profession. It follows that ah children need essentially
the same elementary educatiorn. We eannot foresee what fil]l be
the occupation or condition of the child on reaching his naturity,
and cannot therefore safely descend ta specialities in his education.
Time ranst develop the order of his talents, and eieumstances must
determine the sphere of -his duties. Meanwhile his education
Ébould be such as to efit him equally for any of the ordinary
situations of life.

It is a very common error ta regard education as consisting
chieiy in the acquisition of knowledge. Persons who entertain
this view gonerally estimate knowledge by its extent rather than
by its depth. If we look into the schools where education is
conducted on such a principle-and it wouid not be difficult ta find
them-we shall see the pupils laboring ta store the memory with
an immense mass of words and sentences, which are ta them often
little better than the words of a dead language, or of facts without
understanding ieir nature, relations-, or- uses. The minds of
suchs persono are like furniture rooms, crammed with articles
without utility or order. The acquisitions made are not deeply fixed
in the mind. The objects presented to view leave no distinct
picture on the imagination. They are not compared, eassified
and arranged into a system by the intellect of the pupil, and
consçquently the memory holds them by a slight tenure. Knowtedge
thus acquired is too superficial ta deserve the name, and rather
Injures than improves the mind. The habit of taking up with firat
impressions and specious appearances, of allowing loose and
inaccurate Ideas ta foat in the mind, is most pernicions in its
it.aences. It tends ta weaken the understanding, ta destroy its
soundness and integrity, and ta render it incapable of those decisive
and sure acts which are necessary to command reliance. What is
chiely to be simed at in training this faculty is ta give it power
and precision, so that it may be both effective and safe in its
operations. Such a result can be produced only by patient, exact,
and thorough training. Mental discipline is a primary object of
education ta which the acquisition of knowledge is but secondary.
The latter is, lu this stage of study, chiefly important as a means
of intellectuel training, having at the same time a true but
subordinate value in itself. Extensive knowledge is not necessary
to mental discipline. A little that in well known and thoioughly
digested is vastly superior in worth to a groat amount hastily and
superficially acquired. Not only is its effect upon the mind better,
but its value as an instrument of future acquisition is greater. If
eleimentary knowledge be of a faulty character, all that higher
knowledge whieb depends upon it will be equally so. The principle.
hopre laid down will appear the more important, if we consider that
its induence i nlot limited to the elementary schools, but extends
to alil our higher institutions of learning. The weakest point in the
whole system of American educatio-n, is its deficiency in
thorooghness in ail the elementary courses. The students in our
collegs need twice as much preparatory study as they now have.
In ouraeademies, pupils enter upon the atudy of ancient languages
with a defective English education. And it will be found, upon
uxsaination, that the whole supt rstructuro of our higher education
la insecure in consequence of the slender foundation laid in the
elmentary achools. Theevil spreads from the root of the tree ta
all its branches, and can be effectusily Orrestej only where it
originates. Until the time of study can be greatly in)creased in

our schoo1z, the course of instruction oight to be restrkted within
narrower limits. Not only should the number of branches be
diminished, but, (as bas been already remarked,) the extent to
which each is pursued should be curtailed. It is of but litle use
to proceed far, in studies, in the confused and superftial way
which is now so common. If the plan be well laid out, and the
studies be properly arranged, the more labor there is bestowed upon
the elementary part of each, the better wili it be for the future
progress of the learner. Ileside the inipossibility of doing well all
that is ordinarily attempted, many of the sabjeets presented are not
truly of an elementary nature, and may, an that account, better he
postponed. Requiring as they do a certain amount of preparatory
knowledge, and of maturity of judgment in order to be understood,
they fai) of their object when prematurely introduced, and lose,
perhaps fewer, by being improperly used, the power of creating
interest in the miud. It masters not how important and useful in
themuelves these higher studies may be. They may be more
advantageously pursued at a future time. At present something
more radical is required, namely, the power ofacquisition. Though
elementary knowledge be limited, if it be well chosen, and used
chieffy-as a means of intelleetnel training, it will constitute a solid
basis, on which the acquisitions of a whole life may safely rest. If
every exercise in the school were such in ibs disciplinary charaster
that it might serve as a pattern to be copied in aIl the rernaining
studies and business of life, this one feature in a system of
education would be so valuable that, i.n comparison with it,hal te
ostentatious attainments made without method or discipline would
be of little account. Habits of order, of accuracy and thoroughnîess,
lie at the foundation of all success in business no less than in
scholarship. This building up of the solid frame-work of the mind,
giving it capacity and aptitude for vigorous and systematic action,
is a principal object of education. A contrary course impairs the
strer gth ofithe intellect, weakens the whole foundation of character,
begets dsgamt with intelleetual effort, leads ta sciolisné and conceit,
and produces j-ust such a charatter as it in the business of true
education to guard against.

Among the fatults observable in the mode of tesching in the
common schools, that of attaching more importance to words than
to things is conspieuous. The true method is just the reverse of
this. Not only should the latter be madve much more prominent
than the former, but it should corne firat in the order of time.
Objeets stand related to signs or symbols as substance ta shadow..
Language itself should, as far as possible, be studied from an inner
point of view, beginning with the thought, and thence proceeding
to its expression as from cause to e&ct ; or, to speak more definitely,
the words of the author should set the understqnding and inaginationa
of the pupil at work upon the objects or ideas represented,-and
these, when truly and vividly conceived, should give ta the words
employed their more precise import in the connection. In this
way language will be learned, as itbis lu common speech, by usage.
It wii then be strictly vernacular ; whereas that wbich is learned
merely from the dictionary ia i oome sense a dead language. But
I refer to something that lien deeper than this. Teachers dé not
duly consider what a wide diference there l between the abstract
view of the author and'the more concrete and life-like view of the
pupil ;-between the learned terms and artificial style of the one,
and the familiar words and easy, simple language of the other.
The consequence i, that the language of the book, though committed
to memory and repeated paragraph after paragraph, remains a dead
letter. The instructor, feeling no difficulty himself in understanding
the words and constructions osed, and not putting iimselfsufficiently
in - the position of the child, takes it for granted that the latter
understands all except a few unusual or technical terme, and thinks
he reaches the intellect, when in fact half that is learned is oaly
by the mechanical act of putting syl!ables rightly together, and the
equally mochanical act of retaining them in the memory. In
hundreds of schools the knowledge of classes in respect to the ideas
of the language they repeat bas been teated ; and the result has
aatoniahed none more than it bas the teachers themselves. la
most cases a full knowledge of the facts would lead to the proper
remedy. But in some instances, the practice of committing to
memory learned phrases and abstract rules and definitlons without
understanding them, is defended on the ground that the time will
come when the language will be understood. Suppose all this
to be truc ; it would not follow that the course le a judicious one.
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